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ON THE CONSISTENCY OF LEAR AND FENICEEXPERIMETS IN THE SECTOR OF P �P INTERACTIONNEAR THE THRESHOLDM. MajewskiDepartment of Theoretial Physis, University of LodzPomorska 149/153, 90-236 Lodz, Polande-mail: mimajew�mvii.uni.lodz.plG.V. Meshheryakov and V.A. MeshheryakovJoint Institute for Nulear ResearhDubna 141980, Mosow Region, Russiae-mail: mva�thsun1.jinr.dubna.su(Reeived November 4, 1998; revised version reeived Marh 22, 1999)Some experiments at LEAR showed unusual behavior of the p�p intera-tion near the threshold. The experiments on p�p forward sattering detetedzeros and a big variation of � and at the same time a smooth rising of �totwith lowering energy. Many models have di�ulties in explaining this fat.In the PS-170 experiment with a good statistial auray, the unexpetedbehavior of the proton eletromagneti form fator was found. All theseexperiments an be onsidered as an indiation for the existene of a low-lying p�p bound state 'baryonium'. This statement oinides with that madefor interpreting of the energy dependene of the total ross-setion of thereation e+e� ! hadrons in FENICE. There is a model (based on ana-lytiity) whih explains afore-mentioned experiments and the fat that the'baryonium' is not seen in the OBELIX p�p annihilation ross-setion. Thus,LEAR and FENICE experiments are onsistent near the p�p threshold andtestify to the existene of 'baryonium'.PACS numbers: 13.40.Fn, 14.20.�
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988 M. Majewski, G.V. Meshheryakov, V.A. Meshheryakov1. The database and previous knowledgeThe experiment at LEAR whih is part of the CERN antiproton omplexgives a rih information about low-energy antiproton physis. The experi-ments (PS-172, PS-173) [1,2℄ on p�p sattering provide us with the data ond�=d
, �tot and �. To searh for a bound state, ross setion measure-ments are the most straightforward experiments to perform. The analysis ofd�=d
 gives an indiation of bound states near the p�p threshold [3℄. Someof them are onsistent with strong-interation shifts and the width of proto-nium [4℄. A resonane (a bound state with a mass larger than p�p threshold)may be seen as a bump in �tot. But the measurements of the p�p total rosssetion above 180 MeV/ point to its smoothly varying behavior [2℄. Themost remarkable result in p�p elasti sattering has appeared in the data onthe real-to-imaginary ratio of the forward sattering amplitude � measuredat LEAR down to 180 MeV/ [2℄. In the range 350 < pl < 700 MeV/, thebehavior of � an be explained by a pole below the threshold in the disper-sion relation analysis [5℄. The LEAR measurements [2,6℄ below 350 MeV/indiate that the � is turning upward again. The reason for this unusualbehavior is not yet lear. It might be aused by a p�p bound state [7℄ but notby an n�n threshold [8℄. The experimental � was always determined from theelasti di�erential ross setion in the Coulomb-nulear interferene region.The method used to extrat � in this way has sometimes been ritiized [9℄.However, at high energies the method is onsistent with the preditions ofdispersion relations. So, the value of � from Refs [2,6℄ will be onsideredbelow as reliable.The results of experiment PS-170 on the study of annihilation pp! ee atlow energies [10℄ have no adequate interpretation till the present day. Theyresulted in an unexpeted behavior of the proton eletromagneti form fatornear the pp-threshold in the time-like region, where s < 4:2 GeV2. Thedata on j G j=j Gm;p j=j Ge;p j point to a large negative derivative atthe threshold that rapidly grows to zero or even to positive values at s �4 GeV2. The magnitude of the derivative at the threshold is determinedby the threshold value j G j= 0:53 � 0:05. One of the early values, j G j=0:51 � 0:08, does not ontradit the results of Ref. [10℄. This value wasobtained [11℄ from the ratio of frequenies of pp annihilations at rest intoe�e and �+�� pairs in liquid hydrogen. The determination of j G j at thethreshold is a ompliated problem sine one should simultaneously onsiderthe Coulomb and strong interations in the pp-system, and the problemrequires some approximations. These approximations have been analyzedin Ref. [12℄ where a new sheme is proposed for the determination of j G j.This sheme gave the value j G j= 1:1 that on�rms the results of Ref. [10℄.Quite reently, a new attempt has been undertaken to determine j G j at



On the Consisteny of LEAR and FENICE Experimets... 989threshold [13℄. Combining the data on widths of pp-atoms obtained in thesynhrotron trap with the results on the low-energy annihilation ross setionin a pp-system, the authors onluded that j G j= 0:39 or even j G j= 0:3.This allows us to infer that there is no abrupt hange of j G j at the threshold.Thus, the authors of [12,13℄ propose a new view on the method of alulatingj G j at the threshold from experimental data.Let us now proeed to studies on the interpretation of results of theexperiment [10℄. In Ref. [14℄ an attempt is made to onsider the interationin a �nal state. The basi result is the formula G = eiÆ , where  is a slowlyvarying funtion of q2 at the threshold (q is the momentum in .m.s. of thepp-system) and Æ is the NN sattering phase. Sine the phase Æ is omplexat the threshold, we havej G j=j  j � j 1� q � Im a j ; (1)where a is the omplex sattering length. Owing to j G j being linear in q,the quantity d j G j =ds is in�nite at the threshold. Our analysis of the �rstfour points from [10℄ with respet to the �2-riterion gives the values: j  j=0:53 � 0:02 ; Im a = 0:62 � 0:08 fm; �2 = 0:07. The authors of [14℄ employthe values:j  j= 0:52; Im a �= 0:8 fm for the same points and do not explainthe origin of them; they identify Im a with the quantity Im a(3S1) �= 0:8 fmomputed from the experiment [15℄. The desription is qualitative sine�2 � 10 aording to our estimation. The authors of [16℄ assert that a gooddesription of all the known data on nuleon eletromagneti form fators,inluding the data of [10℄, is obtained on the basis of a new formulation ofthe vetor-dominane model (VDM) and its subsequent unitarization. Inwhat follows, we will use di�erent models of that type, therefore we onsiderthem in detail. They are based on the expressions for the Dira and Paulinuleon form fators in VDM:FN (s) =Xv fv;NNfv m2vm2v � s; (2)where mv is the mass of a vetor meson, fv;NN is the vetor meson�nuleonoupling onstant, fv is the universal onstant in the so-alled identity ofurrent and �eld. Imposing onstraints on the parameters of formula (2),one an easily �nd the experimental value of FN (s = 0) and the asymptotisfollowing from the quark ounting rules [17℄ that oinides with the QCD-asymptotis within the logarithmi auray. Then, the model is unitarizedwith the help of a uniformizing variable. As a result, vetor mesons aquirewidths, and the form fators an be alulated for all s. So, all the exper-imental data an be desribed both in the spae-like (s < 0) and time-like(s > 0) regions. Satisfatory desription of more than three hundred values



990 M. Majewski, G.V. Meshheryakov, V.A. Meshheryakovof j FN j requires about ten free parameters in formula (2). Besides, thisapproah allows a model-dependent reprodution of the form of ImFN andReFN in the whole time-like region. Results of the analysis by this shemeare presented in Ref. [16℄. The data of the experiment PS-170 are explainedby inluding the third radial exitation �(770) with the mass ps = 2:15 GeVinto formula (2) and are plotted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The urves from Fig. 3a of Ref. [16℄ on a larger sale, #�p�p threshold. Thequality of the �t PS-170 data [10℄ is very poor.2. Formulation of the analyti modelIt is easy to see that the nuleon form fator, aording to formula (2),has the following imaginary partImFN = �Xv m2v fv;NNf� Æ(s�m2v): (3)Formula (3) is an approximate expression obtained from the unitarity on-dition whih allows one to reprodue equation (2) with the use of dispersionrelations for FN . We write the starting expression for the unitarity onditionas follows: Im ho j j� j N �Ni =Xn ho j j� j nihn j T+jN �N i; (4)where j� is the eletromagneti urrent of a nuleon N , and jni is a ompleteset of admissible intermediate states. In our ase, it is of the formjni = j2�i; j3�i; :::; jK �Ki; jN; �Ni; ::: : (5)Frazer and Fulo [18℄ were the �rst who omputed the ontribution of thetwo-pion state and predited the �-meson on the basis of data on FN . Choos-ing di�erent terms in sequene (5), one an obtain many models of the



On the Consisteny of LEAR and FENICE Experimets... 991type (2). Earlier, the model of Ref. [19℄ was used in Ref. [20℄ and the on-tribution of an NN intermediate state was alulated. This ontribution isimportant for two reasons. First, it results in a new branh point in for-mula (2), the threshold of the reation NN situated on the lower edge ofthe energy region studied in Ref. [10℄. Seond, bound states or resonanesin an NN -system near the threshold in�uene the behavior of FN (s) in thenonobservable region below the NN -threshold and in the observable regionabove the NN -threshold investigated in Ref. [10℄. It is lear that the statejNNi appears on the bakground of a sum of other states of series (5), andthe result is model-dependent. Therefore, it is important to study the degreeof that dependene within a model di�ering from the one used in [20℄ forFN (s) as a bakground for the state jNNi.We will take the model of Ref. [21℄ formulated in terms of the Sahs formfators G measured experimentally. The model is based on the formulaeGm;p(s) = 3Xk=1 "k(s)s� ak � kpsk � s ;Ge;p(s) = 3Xk=1 �k(s)s� ak � kpsk � s ; (6)where "k(s) = "1k + "0kss� ak � kpsk � s ;�k(s) = �1k + �0kss� ak � kpsk � s : (7)The energy behavior of eletromagneti form fators is explained with theuse of three resonanes:�, !, ' spei�ed by indies k = 1; 2; 3 in formula (6).The masses, widths, and thresholds ak; k; sk are taken from experiment.The model parameters are the oupling onstants(�11 + "01s)f1(s) = g�(s)g�NN (s) ;(�12 + "02s)f2(s) = g!(s)g!NN (s);(�13 + "03s)f3(s) = g�(s)g�NN (s) ;where fk(s) = 1s� ak � kpsk � s : (8)This unusual form of the oupling onstants is hosen by analogy with theindex of refration in optis. They are not only energy-dependent, but also



992 M. Majewski, G.V. Meshheryakov, V.A. Meshheryakovontain a omplex omponent when s > sk. The oupling onstants ashosen so as to be onsistent with the known experimental data F p1 (0) =1; F p2 = 1:79; F n1 = 0; F n2 = �1:91 and to ensure the transition from thePauli, Dira to the Sahs form fators. Details are given on p.110 of Ref. [21℄.Thus, only two free parameters are to be de�ned from the onditions requiredwhen s ! 1. The SU(3) symmetry should hold in the asymptoti regionidentially. This ondition is the weakest sine it an be hanged by inludingnew vetor mesons into onsideration. Therefore, the parameters "02 and "03are determined aording to the �2 riterion on the basis of experimentalpoints jGpj ited in Refs. [22℄. An interesting feature of the model [21℄ isthat it orretly desribes the ratio jGpj=jGnj above the p�p-threshold. Moreexatly, it reprodues the experimental value jGn(s = 4 GeV2)j = 0:42�0:06(see [23℄). The model result for jGpj is drawn in Fig. 2, and "02 = �3:41; "03 =3:23; �2 = 10:1.

Fig. 2. Our �t to the old data of Ref. [22℄ by Gw, #�p�p threshold.The in�uene of the jN �Ni ontribution to the unitarity ondition (4)on jGj is omputed in the same way as in Refs. [20, 24℄. We onstrut ananalyti model for the forward elasti sattering amplitude T in terms of theuniformizing variable z =s4(s� �)s(4� �) �s�(s� 4)s(4� �) ; (9)where s is the onventional Mandelstam variable equal to the square ofthe total energy of a p�p-system in the .m.s. in units Mp. The variablez ontains branh points at s = 0 and 4 orresponding to the reationthreshold of elasti pp and p�p-sattering and an e�etive branh point ats = � orresponding to the unphysial region for the elasti p�p-sattering.The threshold of proess p�p ! p�p is mapped into points z = �1 on thez-plane, whereas the in�nite s-plane point into points �z1; �1=z1, wherez1 =q2�p�2+p� .
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Fig. 3. Disposition of four sheets of the Riemann surfae of the funtion z(s) for� = 1:44. The threshold p�p is mapped into points z = �1.Disposition of all the four sheets of the Riemann surfae of the funtionz(s) is drawn in Fig. 3 for � = 1:44. In Ref. [24℄ it is shown that theexperimental data on � = ReT = ImT and �tot an be well desribed providedthat the p�p-system possesses a quasinulear bound state with the bindingenergy E = (1:88�0:05) MeV and width � = (1:6�0:1)MeV. The satteringamplitude was taken in the formT = Tb + �z � (z�)1 � �z � (z�)2 ; (10)where Tb(s) is a polynomial in z, (z�)1;2 = 1�  � iÆ and � = 1:44; 102 =�0:54 � 0:02; 102Æ = 2:6 � 0:08. The pole terms represent the ontributionof the quasinulear state; whereas the polynomial, the ontribution of anonresonane bakground of S,P and D-waves. Speial attention was paid tothe threshold value of the T amplitude whih is omplex [24℄. The amplitude(10) well desribes the experimental data up to 4:4 GeV2 in terms of thevariable s. It is valid in the viinity of z = 1 and has two poles in distintionto the usual quantum-mehanial amplitude. The two poles in the variablez instead of one pole in the variable q appear in the sattering amplitude Tbeause of hoosing z as uniformizing variable in T .Another important feature of formula (10) is the form of the pole termontribution to ImT and Re T . The bound state (pole) ontribution toImT (pl = 80MeV/) is about 10% of the total value of ImTp�p. On the otherhand, the bound state ontribution to Re T is larger than the bakgroundone and ensures a orret value of � (see Fig. 4, 5). Near the p�p-threshold the
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Fig. 4. The pole ontribution to the ImT .

Fig. 5. The pole ontribution to the �.pole ontribution to the unitarity ondition (4) beomes dominant, and thus,we will restrit ourselves to the pole approximation. Quantum numbers ofthis state are unknown. A detailed sheme of the alulation orresponds tothe sheme by Frazer and Fulo [18℄ for the ontribution of di�erent partialwaves to ImFN . In our ase, it gives that these states are either 3S1 or 3D1.Then, the unitarity ondition (4) is redued to the Riemann boundary-valueproblem [25℄ that an be solved (see Appendix). Inside the ring ontainingthe unit irle (Fig. 3) the solution is of the formGpol = (z)Q2i=1(z � (z�)i)(z + (z��)i) ; (11)where (z) is an entire funtion within whih the solution is determined.Setting (z) = 1(z) � (z2�z21)(1�z2z21)=(1�z21)2, we an ensure the asymp-toti behavior of Gpol at in�nity. Taking advantage of 1(z) being arbitrary,



On the Consisteny of LEAR and FENICE Experimets... 995we assume the solution to be of the formGpol(z) (1� z21)2(z2 � z21)(z2z21 � 1)= A1�� 1z � (z�)1 � 1z � (z�)2�� � 1z + (z��)1 � 1z + (z��)2��+A2�� 1z � (z�)1 + 1z � (z�)2�� � 1z + (z��)1 + 1z + (z + (z��)2�� :(12)Around the p�p-threshold the equalities j Ge;p j= j Gm;p j= j G j are validand, under this assumption, the experiment in Ref. [10℄ was analyzed. There-fore, we put Ge;p +Gm;p = 2Gw; (13)where the funtions Ge(m);p are given by formulae (6). Considering theontribution of the jN �N i-state to the unitarity ondition (4), we obtain forthe proton eletromagneti form fator G:G = Gw +Gpol: (14)We shall assume the position of poles to be known from Ref. [24℄; then, theform fator G depends on two free parameters A1; A2. The behavior of Gpolon the upper edge of the ut [�;1) around the N �N -threshold is determinedby the poles (z�)1 and (z�)2; whereas on the lower edge, by the poles (z��)1and (z��)2. If we alulate the ommon denominator for the ontributions ofthe poles (z�)1 and (z�)2 in formula (12), the energy fator (z� 1) will arisein front of the parameter A2; whereas a onstant, in front of the parameterA1. This allows us to draw analogy between the parameter A1 and "1k; �1kas well as between A2 and "0k; �0k in formula (7). The expression for Gpol,Eq. (11) follows from the unitarity ondition and analyti properties of theproton form fator and N �N -sattering amplitude. Therefore, formulae (6)are substantiated, irrespetive of the above-mentioned analogy with optis.The result of the analysis (Fig. 6) with the use of Eq. (12) is presentedin Table I and � = 0:23 � 0:04, "o2 = 2:97 � 0:03, "o3 = 3:23, 102A1 = 0,102A2 = 1:2 � 0:01. 3. Disussion of resultsThe parameters A1 and A2 representing the oupling onstants of a quas-inulear bound state are sensitive to the bakground shape in formula (14)as follows from omparison of this �t and the �t of Ref. [20℄ (A1 6= 0 in



996 M. Majewski, G.V. Meshheryakov, V.A. MeshheryakovTABLE IThe predited values of j G j with the orresponding values of partial ontributionsto �2. S GeV2 Gexp jGj �2i3.523 0:53� 0:05 0.63 3.93:553 0:39� 0:05 0.35 0.633:57 0:34� 0:04 0.32 0.263:59 0:31� 0:03 0.3 0.153:76 0:26� 0:014 0.27 0.663:83 0:25� 0:01 0.27 1.93:94 0:247� 0:014 0.254 0.234:18 0:252� 0:011 0.221 8.1

Fig. 6. Our �t to PS-170 data (4) with aount of the pole ontribution (Eq. (12)),#�p�p threshold,(})-data of Ref. [22℄.Ref. [20℄). The magnitude of the bakground is determined by the param-eters "02 and "03 and is a slowly varying funtion in the s interval underinvestigation. The parameters A1; A2and� determine the rapid hange of Gin formula (14). Separating the parameters into these two groups, we anobtain their statistially reasonable values (Table I). The analysis would beonsiderably simpli�ed if the experimental values of s > 4M2p were knownfor ImG and ReG. Their determination requires polarization experimentswhose theoretial study is arried out in Ref. [26℄.Reently, two independent experiments have given new information onthe p�p interation at low energies. The value of the p�p annihilation total



On the Consisteny of LEAR and FENICE Experimets... 997ross setion down to an momentum of 43 MeV/ was measured by theOBELIX experiment [27℄ at LEAR and no resonant behavior of the rosssetion was found. The existene of some struture in the e�e ! hadronsross setion near the p�p threshold was indiated in FENICE at ADONE[28℄. A ombined analysis of these data and the data on the proton formfator with help of Breit�Wigner formulas provides a good andidate for thequasinuler bound state with the mass M = 1:85 � 0:01 GeV2 and width� = 40 � 10 MeV. This andidate does not ontradit our andidate fromRef. [20℄. Then the question arises why this andidate is not seen in theOBELIX experiment on the p�p annihilation ross setion at very low energy.The �rst reason is the mass of 'baryonium' whih is less then 2Mp. Theseond is based on our analyti model. For a better understanding of thenature of the model, we present separate graphs for ontributions of the poleterm and bakground to �tot and �. In this model, (�tot)pole < �tot at lowenergies (Fig. 4)but �ann < �tot . As we an observe from these inequalitiesand from Fig. 4, the pole ontribution to �ann is not larger than 10% atlow energies. It is just this fat that aounts for the 'baryonium' beingnonobservable in the OBELIX data. At the same time, in the experimentFENICE, the ross setion of proess e+e� ! hadrons depends not only onImT but also on ReT (see Fig. 5) where the pole ontribution is large. Thatis why the 'baryonium' unseen in the OBELIX data is seen in the FENICEdata. Thus, the results of both these experiments are onsistent.Finally, we mention a pure theoretial result: the method of derivation offormula (11) for desribing a quasinulear state an be applied to any vetormeson in formula (2). Therefore any vetor meson will be haraterizednot only by the mass and width but also by two parameters like ouplingonstants. In other words, the e�etive oupling onstants will be energy-dependent, whih is assumed in Ref. [21℄ and is re�eted in formulae (7).AppendixThe unitarity ondition (4) is an exat equation if use is made of theomplete system of admissible intermediate states (5), otherwise, it is anapproximate equation depending on the assumptions made. Let us take itin the form ImF = F (eiÆ sin Æ)� + �g;where Æ is the N �N -sattering phase with quantum numbers of the pole stateunknown yet; g is the ontribution of all other proesses in the same hannel.We redue it to the form F = e2iÆF � + 2ig: (A.1)



998 M. Majewski, G.V. Meshheryakov, V.A. MeshheryakovRelation (A.1) is valid for Im s = 0 and Re s � 4M2p . The funtion F isanalyti in the omplex plane s with the ut [4M2p ;1) outside of whihF �(s) = F (s�). This relation represents a linear inhomogeneous Riemannboundary-value problem for the funtion F . If e2iÆ has a pole near the ut,then in its viinity we an onsider the homogeneous problemF = e2iÆF �:As it is known [25℄, the main di�ulty in solving it onsists in onstruting afuntion analyti in the plane s and oiniding on the ut with e2iÆ. However,if e2iÆ is taken in the form admitting the analyti ontinuation onto omplexs, the problem is redued to the solution of a funtional equation for F inthe uniformizing variable z. We will represent e2iÆ in the forme2iÆ =Yj (z � z�j )(z + zj)(z � zj)(z + z�j ) :The funtion e2iÆ is real on the imaginary axis z, i.e. on the real axis s whens < �. Equation (A.1) is valid on the ut [4M2p ;1) that transforms into thereal axis z = x+ iy , and F (s)! F (x), F �(s)! F (�x)F (x) = (x� z�j )(z + zj)(x� zj)(z + z�j )F (�x);where we took only one pole, without loss of generality. The latter funtionalequation for F (x) an be written as followsF (x)(x� zj)(x+ z�j ) = G(x);G(x) = G(�x)and, thus, F (z) is of the formF (z) = G(z)Qj(z � zj)(z + z�j ) ;where G(z) is an entire even funtion of the variable z. The inhomogeneousboundary-value problem (A.1) an be solved in a similar manner and formula(11) an be proved.
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